The atmospheric effect correction of the muon flux measured by ground level telescopes is of special importance for further study of cosmic ray variations. The Duperier method is used to correct atmospheric effects on the muon intensity observed by the MuSTAnG telescope. Linear multiple correlation and regression analysis are applied to the data registered during the year 2009. The aerological data are obtained from daily radiosonde balloon flights of Deutscher Wetterdienst. The regression coefficients and total correlation coefficients are calculated for all directional channels. The seasonal variations are eliminated from the MuSTAnG telescope data. The results are compared with theoretical elimination of temperature variations.
Introduction
The Muon Space Weather Telescope for Anisotropies (MuSTAnG) (Jansen et al. 2001; Hippler et al. 2008) is presently operating at Greifswald University in Germany to study variations in cosmic rays muon flux. The count rate variation in such instruments is used to study a variety of solar and heliospheric phenomena. However, the wide use of muon detectors for the research of cosmic rays variations is restrained by the presence of atmospheric effects inherent to the muon component of CR.
The investigation of atmospheric effects is of special importance for the further study of cosmic ray variations, since only after the correction for such effects can the measured data provide information on the variations due to causes beyond the Earth's atmosphere.
The two main causes of variations in the cosmic ray flux originating from the Earth's atmosphere are the barometric effect and the temperature effect (Dorman 1974) . The barometric effect is determined by only a single parameter, namely the pressure at the detection level. Pressure correction procedures are well established for surface detectors world-wide (Dorman 2004) . However, muon observations require additional corrections for the positive and negative temperature effect. Atmospheric temperature effect corrections are correspondingly more complicated. The temperature effect is generally determined by the overall profile of the atmosphere from the level of origin to the detection level, and hence is more difficult to interpret. To exclude the temperature effect, aerologic sounding data near the detector location are necessary. More often such data are missing and it is impossible to restore them in retrospective, or the soundings aren't carried out regularly. Fortunately, there is a weather station in Greifswald (Deutscher Wetterdienst) which routinely takes upper air observations by releasing sounding balloons twice a day at 12:00 and at 24:00 (CEST). These aerological data obtained from the daily radiosonde balloon flights can be used to correct the muon flux measured by the MuSTAnG telescope.
Method
Usually, the temperature correction procedure is applied after elimination of the pressure effect. There exist different methods (empirical and theoretical) to correct cosmic ray data for atmospheric temperature effects: the method of effective level of generation (Duperier 1949) , the integral method (Olbert 1953; Maeda & Wada 1954; Dorman 1964) , the method of effective temperature (Barrett et al. 1952) , the method of mass-average temperature (Dvornikov et al. 1976 ). All these methods depend on the observation of temperature at different altitudes. But we also can get the temperature profile data from global meteorological models, for example the GFS (Global Forecast System, http://www.nco.ncep.noaa.gov/pmb/ products/gfs/) model developed by the National Centers for Environmental Prediction -NCEP (USA). The GFS model's data were used in the temperature effect analysis for the MuSTAnG telescope in previous work (Ganeva et al. 2013) . The use of this data allows us to calculate the temperature effect in real time (Berkova et al. 2012) .
In this work we will consider corrections according to the Duperier method. It should be noticed that the method used in our work allows exclusion of pressure and temperature effect simultaneously, combining pressure, positive temperature and height effects on the muon intensity. Our results will be compared with the results of Ganeva et al. (2013) based on meteorological models.
The Duperier method or the method of effective level of generation is based on the assumption that muons are generated around the isobaric level 100 mb. The height of this pressure level in the atmosphere varies, particularly seasonally. The transit time through the atmosphere of muons will be longer when this pressure level is located at a higher altitude and more muons will decay before reaching a detector. The increase in height of this level arises from an expansion of the atmosphere when it is warmer and so this effect is known as the negative temperature effect. When the temperature near the pion production level is higher the air density is lower and the likelihood of the pion interacting before it decays into a muon is reduced resulting in higher count rates. This is known as the positive temperature effect (Duldig 2000) . At the energies recorded by the ground level detectors (tens of GeV) the negative temperature effect dominates, and at underground registration (>100 GeV) the positive temperature effect prevails.
The method of effective level of generation is the simplest methodology of temperature correction and is still useful for properly correcting the temperature effect on a yearly perspective.
Duperier has presented a linear regression equation for the intensity registered on ground during the quiet sun
The equation for relative variations is then
Here, a is the partial pressure coefficient (%/hPa), b is the height coefficient (%/km) and c is the positive temperature coefficient (%/C). P is the ground pressure and H and T are the height and the temperature of the reference layer (the level of maximum muon production). DP is the deviation of the pressure, DH and DT are the deviations of the height and the temperature of the reference layer, and DI is the deviation of the muon count rate from their annual averages, respectively.
Generally the temperature effect of the cosmic ray intensity is characterized by one or two terms in Eq. (2) (Braga et al. 2013; Okazaki et al. 2008; Sagisaka 1986 ):
The full formula is used to simultaneously eliminate pressure, positive temperature and height effects on the muon intensity (Baker et al. 1993) .
Having determined a set of corrections coefficients the intensity corrected for atmospheric effects becomes (as function of time):
Here, P 0 , H 0 and T 0 are the annual averages of the ground pressure, the height and the temperature of the reference layer, respectively.
Analysis
We have applied a linear multiple correlation and regression analysis to the data registered by the MuSTAnG telescope during 2009. The year 2009 was chosen due to the minimum of solar activity. The aerological data were obtained from daily radiosonde balloon flights (Deutscher Wetterdienst, Weather station Greifswald). As a reference layer the pressure level of 100 hPa was used. Figure 1 shows the variations of the air temperature at the 100 hPa level (a), height of the 100 hPa level (b), ground pressure (c) and muon relative intensity detected by the vertical channel of the MuSTAnG telescope (d). One can see a clear anti-correlation between the variations in muon rates and the height of the 100 hPa level (negative temperature effect), which predominates typically at ground-based detectors.
We have computed the correlation matrix which represents the correlation between all pairs of variables. The correlation matrix for the vertical direction is presented in Table 1 . This table clearly demonstrates that there is a strong anti-correlation between the variations in muon rates and the height of the 100 hPa level and no significant correlation with the temperature of the 100 hPa level. As can be seen from Table 1 , muon rates also show strong anti-correlation with pressure.
Results and discussion
The regression coefficients and the total correlation coefficient R calculated for all directional channels are presented in Table 2 . One can see that the variation in the pressure coefficients between channels is not significant while the variations in the temperature/height effects seem significant.
Since the muon energy does not vary significantly over channels (Hippler & Zazyan 2012) , changes in b and c are not related to the muon energy. Determination of the coefficients strongly depends on the accuracy of the data. The ground level pressure is measured quite accurately, while height and temperature of the 100 hPa level may bear large measurement errors. Apparently, the errors in the measured parameters lead to the observed variations of b and c. After applying the atmospheric corrections by using the calculated coefficients, the seasonal variation can be eliminated. The results for the vertical direction are shown in Figure 2 . The muon intensity I in counts per hour during 2009 is plotted. Comparing the pressure corrected data with the pressure and temperature corrected data, one can see that only the latter one allows us to eliminate seasonal variations.
In Figure 3 we compare our results for the year 2009 (vertical direction) with that of Ganeva et al. (2013) , where the effective temperature method is used.
According to this method correlation between temperature and muon intensity can be described by the effective temperature T eff , in which the contributions of all atmosphere levels are accounted for with the proper weights. The relationship between atmospheric temperature fluctuations and muon intensity variations is DI/I 0 = a T DT eff /T eff . Details can be found in Barrett et al. (1952) . In Ganeva et al. (2013) vertical Table 2 . The regression coefficients (a, b and c) and the total correlation coefficient (R) calculated for all directional channels of the MuSTAnG telescope.
Channel To compare results obtained by both of the methods, the experimental temperature measured at the weather station in Greifswald was interpolated by a cubic spline function to obtain hourly data. Figure 3 shows that both methods result in nearly the same residual fluctuation of the corrected muon rates. Size of the time bin is always one hour. The time of atmospheric measurement is always the start of the muon bin.
Conclusions
In this work the Duperier method was used to correct for atmospheric effects on the muon intensity observed by the MuSTAnG telescope. The correction coefficients were determined for the base period of the year 2009. The correction of muon intensities was carried out for all directional channels of the MuSTAnG telescope. Corrected muon rates were compared to the results for the elimination of temperature variations obtained by the effective temperature method. It is shown that the Duperier method with three atmospheric variables leads to essentially the same atmospheric corrections of the MuSTAnG telescope intensity as the more complicated effective temperature method applied in Ganeva et al. (2013) . Fig. 3 . The muon intensity detected by the vertical channel of the MuSTAnG telescope corrected using the Duperier method with sounding data and the effective temperature method with the GFS model for the temperature calculation.
